
Lecture Notes:  

Microkernel Construction – Memory Management 

1. Requirement analysis for supporting memory mapped objects inside applications: 

- Application arranges code and data into different segments with differing semantics:  

o Code: read only but executable , shared between all applications started from a 

given binary 

o Data: read / write, initially shared between all applications but modification requires 

unsharing the data object (see copy on write) 

o BSS: read / write, zero initialized, it is possible to back with this region with a single 

shared zero page and to unshared this page upon writes (see copy on write) 

o Stack: read / write, need not be initialized 

o Files: read / write or read only depending on file type. Sometimes accessed as 

stream: view moves over file like a sliding window. May origin from different file 

servers. 

o OS: to avoid translating user addresses into operating system addresses, part of the 

kernel code and data is typically mapped into a part of the application address space. 

This part can only be accessed in kernel mode and execution can be transferred into 

this part only through dedicated entry points (i.e., system calls) 

- In a microkernel-based system, memory objects are implemented by a multitude of servers, 

which are isolated from each other and from the applications 

o Different trust relationsships. For example, application must necessarily trust the file 

system, which stores its binary. The launcher of the application needs not to trust 



this file system if all accesses to this file system can be made directly from the 

application. 

o  Hierarchy of servers rooted in an initial memory server, which has access to the 

entire memory and to all memory mapped IO devices that the kernel does not need 

for itself. Excluded are for example the memory containing the kernel code and data 

structures and IO devices such as the interrupt controller. 

o Stack memory policies by requesting more abstract memory resource from lower 

level. For example Launcher requests anonymous memory from memory server and 

memory containing the binary from file system and offers as an abstraction a 

populated address space for an application. The copy on write server implements 

copy on write functionality for read-only shared memory objects. 

o Copy on write: provides read-only access to shared objects. Upon write, the object is 

unshared, a copy created and provided instead of the original memory object. 

 

2. Hardware Mechanisms: 

 
- Page tables: 

o  establish mapping of virtual addresses to physical addresses 

o Granularity is a page 

o The pair: physical address (or more general object location) plus access rights 

forms a capability 

o Higher order bits of virtual address are used to identify capability: the page-

table enrty. Lower order bits are the offset within a page 



o Memory management unit traverses page table upon memory accesses to 

perform the address translation and invokes the kernel through  a page fault 

exception if no mapping was found or if the access was with insufficient 

rights. Translation Lookaside Buffers cache frequent address translations 

 

- Memory protection units offer segment-based protection 

o Addresses are not translated but just shifted by a base 

o Size and privileges confine region that can be accessed to the physical address 

interval: [base, base+size) 

o Typically found in embedded systems. 

- Kernel interfaces which grant user-level components direct access to page-tables or 

memory protection units (MPUs) are unsafe: the component may install new translations 

or segments to obtain access to kernel code or to the code of critical user level services, 

which it can then modify 

- Mediated access to page-tables or MPUs is safe but requires that the controlling 

application gets access to all parts of an application. Allowing servers (e.g., the file 

system) to only access the region of the application address space where the file is 

located allows us to remove the file system in certain situations from the trusted 

computing base of this application. 

 

3. Illustration of Page Fault mechanism and Region Manager Concept to translate page faults 

into requests to memory servers 

- Page Fault Handling 



o Access to not mapped region or region with insufficient rights triggers a page 

fault in the kernel.  

o Kernel translates this page fault into an IPC to a per application configurable 

thread: the pager 

o Pager may either handle the fault directly or forward the request 

- Region manager is one such forwarding strategy 

o Region manager installed as pager thread 

o Region manager thread looks up data structure where for each region, which 

is supposed to contain memory mapped objects there is a server interface 

registered , which is responsible for handling these faults.  

o Region manager  forwards IPC request to server and restricts the reception 

of memory mappings to this region. 

o Page faults are thereby translated into memory requests to server 

 



 



Example: Separation of real-time sensitive data from a non-real-time critical display 

- Display is provided by a non-real time server (which is therefore not trusted to 

display data in time) 

- No guaranteed response time for requests to this display server 

- Application copies RT data into display buffer 

- Through addition of the region manager, page faults in the display region can be 

detected locally in the application and appropriate measures be taken (e.g., the 

display of a simple warning signal instead of an analysis of the RT Data). 

 

4. Kernel Mechanisms 

- We concluded that direct access is not possible for security reasons 

- Scenarios such as separating RT and non RT data with untrusted servers are not 

possible if servers get complete control over an address space 

- L4 interface avoids both: 

o a thread can only grant access to memory that it has itself 

o the recipient gets the minimum of the access granted and the access 

possessed by the sender (i.e., a sender granting rw access to a page with wx 

access results in w access for the recipient) 

o synchronous systemcall to ensure agreement between sender and receiver, 

in particular agree on asynchronous revocation at any later point in time. 

- Map: 

o Grant access to a range of virtual addresses to other thread  

o Implemented by copying (and adjusting the access rights) the page-table 

entries of the sender 

o Initial address space sigma0 gets all memory that is not reserved for kernel 

use 

- Unmap:  

o Asynchronously revoke access to memory from all threads that directly or 

indirectly received a mapping from a thread in the unmapper’s address 

space. 

o Need to keep track of where (address space and virtual address) memory has 

been mapped: Mapping Database (MDB) 

o Mapping Database is a Tree per Pageframe 

o MDB ops: 

1.  insert new child node to establish mapping 

2. Traverse subtree to revoke access / mappings 

o Traversal needs to be in post order to ensure that all mapped access rights 

are revoked before an unmap operation returns 

o Memory is typically reused in a different way after unmap (e.g., granted to 

another subsystem which must not communicate with the old one or written 

to disk). 

 



 


